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Recommended Reads

Picture Books
I am Every
Good Thing

Black is a
Rainbow Color

by Derrick Barnes
illustrated by
Gordon C. James

by Angela Joy
illustrated by
Ekua Holmes

All Because
You Matter

Saturday
by Oge Mora

by Tami Charles
illustrated by
Bryan Collier

Magic Like
That

Little Melba
and Her Big
Trombone

by Samara Cole
Doyon
illustrated by
Geneva Bowers

by Katheryn
Russel-Brown
illustrated by
Frank Morrison

Off to See
the Sea
by Nikki Grimes
pictures by
Elizabeth Zunon

Young Readers Fiction
Maya and the
Rising Dark

Twins

by Varian Johnson
illustrated by
Shannon Wright

by Rena Barron

In this contemporary fantasy, twelve-year-old
Maya’s search for her missing father puts her
at the center of a battle between our world
sinister Dark world.

Black Boy Joy

edited by Kwame Mbalia
Celebrate the joys of Black boyhood with
stories from seventeen bestselling, critically
acclaimed Black authors

Maureen and Francine
Carter are twins—and best
friends. But just before the
girls start sixth grade, they start to grow apart,
and there’s nothing Maureen can do to stop it.
Are sisters really forever, or will middle school
change things for good?

Ways to
Make Sunshine
by Renée Watson

A Good Kind
of Trouble

by Lisa Moore Ramée
Twelve-year-old Shayla just wants to follow
the rules, but in junior high, it’s like all the rules
have changed. This funny and big-hearted
debut middle grade novel is all about friendship,
family, and standing up for what’s right.

Ryan is all about trying
to see the best in people.
But even if her life isn’t
everything she would
wish for, when her big brother is infuriating,
her parents don’t quite understand, and the
unexpected happens, she always finds a way
forward, with grace and wit. And plenty of
sunshine.

Young Readers Nonfiction
Little Leaders

28 Days:

by Vashti Harrison

by Charles R. Smith
illustrated by
Shane W. Evans

Bold Women in
Black History

Sit-In

Moments in Black History
that Changed the World

How Four Friends Stood Up
by Sitting Down

by Andrea Davis Pinkney
illustrated by Myra Lucretia Taylor

Answering the Cry
for Freedom
by Gretchen Woelfle

Hey Black Child

by Useni Eugene Perkins
illustrated by
Bryan Collier

Young Adult Fiction
Quincredible:

Quest to Be the
Best!

by Rodney Barnes
There’s more to Quin than meets
the eye, But being a hero paints a
target on your back, and Quin’s got
to risk it all to join the ranks of the
superheroes he looks up to.

This Poison Heart
by Kalynn Bayron
Bri can grow plants from tiny seeds to
rich blooms with a single touch. But
up against a centuries-old curse and
the deadliest plant on earth, Bri must
harness her gift to protect herself and
her family.

Black Girl
Unlimited
by Echo Brown
Each day, Echo magically travels
between two worlds, leaving her
brothers, her friends, and a piece of
herself behind on the East Side. She
soon realizes there is pain flowing
through everyone around her,
and a black veil threatens to undo
everything she’s worked for.

Wings of Ebony
by J. Elle
In this riveting, keenly emotional
fantasy, a Black teen from Houston
has her world upended when she
learns about her godly ancestry and
must save both the human and god
worlds.

Not So Pure and
Simple
by Lamar Giles
Del has had a crush on Kiera
since kindergarten. So when Kiera
volunteers for an opportunity at
their church, Del’s right behind her.
Though he quickly realizes he’s
inadvertently signed up for a Purity
Pledge. In spotlighting the consequences of societal pressure,
confronting toxic masculinity, Not So Pure and Simple
explores the complexity of what it means to be a “real man.”

Slay
by Brittney Morris
By day, seventeen-year-old Kiera
Johnson is an honors student, a
math tutor, and one of the only
Black kids at Jefferson Academy.
But at home, she joins hundreds of
thousands of Black gamers who
duel worldwide as Nubian personas in the secret multiplayer
online role-playing card game, SLAY. Driven to save the
only world in which she can be herself, Kiera must preserve
herself and harness what it means to be unapologetically
Black in a world intimidated by Blackness.

Early Departures
by Justin A. Reynolds
Jamal’s best friend, Q, doesn’t know
that he died, and that he’s about to
die . . . again. He doesn’t know that
Jamal tried to save him. And that the
reason they haven’t been friends for
two years is because Jamal blames
Q for the accident that killed his
parents. But what if Jamal could have a second chance?
A new technology allows Q to be reanimated for a few
weeks before he dies . . . permanently. So how can Jamal fix
everything if he can’t tell Q the truth?

Young Adult Nonfiction
Black Birds in
the Sky:

In the Shadow
of Liberty:

by Brandy Colbert

by Kenneth C. Davis

The Story and
Legacy of the
1921 Tulsa Race
Massacre

In the early morning of June 1, 1921, a white mob marched
across the train tracks in Tulsa, Oklahoma, and into its
predominantly Black Greenwood District—a thriving,
affluent neighborhood known as America’s Black Wall
Street. They brought with them firearms, gasoline, and
explosives. In a few short hours, they’d razed thirty-five
square blocks to the ground, leaving hundreds dead.

The Hidden History
of Slavery, Four
Presidents, and
Five Black Lives

From Billy Lee, valet to George Washington, to Alfred
Jackson, personal manservant and lifelong slave of Andrew
Jackson, these dramatic narratives explore our country’s great
tragedy—that a nation “conceived in liberty” was also born in
shackles. These stories help us know the real people who were
essential to the birth of this nation but traditionally have been
left out of US history books. Their stories are true—and they
should be heard.

The Tulsa Race Massacre is one of the most devastating
acts of racial violence in US history. But how did it come
to pass? What exactly happened? And why are the events
unknown to so many of us today?

Say Her
Name
by Zetta Elliott

Lifting as
We Climb:

Black Women’s
Battle for the
Ballot Box

by Evette Dionne
Inspired by the #SayHerName campaign launched
by the African American Policy Forum, these poems
pay tribute to victims of police brutality as well as the
activists insisting that Black Lives Matter. Elliott engages
poets from the past two centuries to create a chorus of
voices celebrating the creativity, resilience, and courage
of Black women and girls.

Women of color, especially African American women, were
fighting for their right to vote and to be treated as full, equal
citizens of the United States. Their battlefront wasn’t just about
gender. African American women had to deal with white
abolitionist-suffragists who drew the line at sharing power with
their black sisters. They had to overcome deep, exclusionary
racial prejudices that were rife in the American suffrage
movement. And they had to maintain their dignity—and
safety—in a society that tried to keep them in its bottom ranks.

Adult Fiction
The Sweetness of
Water
by Nathan Harris
In the waning days of the Civil War,
brothers Prentiss and Landry—freed by
the Emancipation Proclamation—seek
refuge and work on the homestead of
George Walker and his wife, Isabelle.
Parallel to their story runs a forbidden romance between two
Confederate soldiers. The young men, recently returned from
the war to the town of Old Ox, hold their trysts in the woods.
But when their secret is discovered, the resulting chaos,
including a murder, unleashes convulsive repercussions on
the entire community.

How Long ‘Til Black
Future Month?
by N. K. Jemisin
Spirits haunt the flooded streets of New
Orleans in the aftermath of Hurricane
Katrina. In a parallel universe, a
utopian society watches our world,
trying to learn from our mistakes. A
black mother in the Jim Crow South
must save her daughter from a fey
offering impossible promises. And in the Hugo awardnominated short story “The City Born Great,” a young street
kid fights to give birth to an old metropolis’s soul.

The Final Revival of
Opal and Nev
by Dawnie Walton
Opal believes she can be a star, so
when the aspiring British singer/
songwriter Neville Charles discovers
her at a bar’s amateur night, she takes
him up on his offer to make rock music
together. Decades later, as Opal
considers a reunion with Nev, music journalist S. Sunny
Shelton seizes the chance to curate an oral history about the
duo. But as her interviews dig deeper, a nasty new allegation
from an unexpected source threatens to blow up everything.

The Revisioners
by Margaret Wilkerson
Sexton
An uneasey friendship grows
bewteen Josephine and her new
neighbor, Charlotte. Charlotte has
also sought solace in the Ku Klux
Klan, a relationship that jeopardizes
Josephine’s family. Nearly one
hundred years later, Josephine’s descendant, Ava, moves
in with her white grandmother, Martha. But when Martha’s
behavior soon becomes erratic, then threatening, and Ava
must escape before her story and Josephine’s converge.

The Rage of
Dragons
by Evan Winter
The Omehi people have been
fighting an unwinnable war for
almost two hundred years. The lucky
ones are born gifted. Young, giftless Tau knows all this, but he has a
plan of escape.
He’s going to get himself injured, get
out early, and settle down to marriage, children, and land.
Only, he doesn’t get the chance. ixated on revenge, Tau
dedicates himself to an unthinkable path. He’ll become the
greatest swordsman to ever live.

Seven Days in June
by Tia Williams
When Shane and Eva meet
unexpectedly at a literary event,
sparks fly, raising not only their
buried traumas, but the eyebrows of
the Black literati. What no one knows
is that fifteen years earlier, teenage
Eva and Shane spent one crazy,
torrid week madly in love. While they may be pretending
not to know each other, they can’t deny their chemistry—or
the fact that they’ve been secretly writing to each other in
their books through the years.

Adult Nonfiction
Care Free
Black Girls
by Zeba Blay
In this collection of essays, Carefree
Black Girls, Blay expands on this
initial idea by delving into the
work and lasting achievements of
influential Black women in American
culture--writers, artists, actresses,
dancers, hip-hop stars--whose contributions often come in the
face of bigotry, misogyny, and stereotypes. Blay celebrates
the strength and fortitude of these Black women, while also
examining the many stereotypes and rigid identities that have
clung to them.

The Lost Eleven:

The Forgotten Story
of Black American
Soldiers Brutally
Massacred in World
War II

by Denise George
and Robert Child

The Sum of Us:

What Racism Cost
Everyone and How
We Can Prosper
Together

by Heather McGhee
From the financial crisis of 2008
to rising student debt to collapsing
public infrastructure, there’s a root problem: racism in our
politics and policymaking. But not just for people of color,
racism has costs for white people, too. It is the common
denominator of our most vexing public problems, the core
dysfunction of our democracy and constitutive of the spiritual
and moral crises that grip us all.

You’ll Never Believe
What Happened to
Lacey
by Amber Ruffin and
Lacey Lamar
Amber and Lacey share entertainingly
horrifying stories through their laugh-outloud sisterly banter. Painfully relatable or shockingly eye-opening
(depending on how often you have personally been followed
by security at department stores), this book tackles modern-day
racism with the perfect balance of levity and gravity.

Better, Not Bitter
by Yusef Salaam
The first time that one of the now Exonerated
Five is telling his individual story, in his own
words. Yusef writes his narrative: growing
up in central Harlem, being raised by a
strong,fierce mother and grandmother,
his years of incarceration, his reentry, and
exoneration. Yusef connects these stories to lessons and principles
he learned that gave him the power to survive through the worst of
life’s experiences.

Sure, I’ll Be Your
Black Friend
by Ben Philippe
In an era in which “I have many Black
friends” is often a medal of Wokeness,
Ben hilariously chronicles the experience
of being on the receiving end of those fist
bumps. He takes us through his immigrant
childhood, from wanting nothing more than friends to sit with at
lunch, to his awkward teenage years, to college in the age of
Obama, and adulthood in the Trump administration—two sides of
the same American coin.
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